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Piece of cardboard
 (approx. 15” x 15”)
Scissors
T-shirt
Two wire hangers
Tape
Pliers
Safety pins

MATERIALS:MATERIALS:

DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:
1. Take the piece of cardboard and cut it to size if needed. Place tape over the freshly-cut, rough 
edges to make a smooth surface.

2. Unwind the wire hangers and stretch them out. With the end of one piece of wire, puncture the 
corner of the cardboard, pushing the wire through about one to two inches. Bend the wire on the 
underside of the cardboard to secure it, and place a piece of tape over the underside. Do the same 
with the other end of the same wire, crossing the wire diagonally across the piece of cardboard, cut-
ting it to size if necessary, but leaving room for it to bend to make a dome shape.

3. Repeat this step with the other piece of wire, crossing it over the first. Then, bend both wires so 
they make a dome shape, much like a pop-up tent, and secure them together with tape.

4. Take your t-shirt and act like you are dressing the cardboard wire figure. The hole where your 
head goes in the shirt will act as the entrance to the tent, and should sit near the cardboard bottom.

5. Fold the bottom of the shirt underneath the cardboard and secure with safety pins. I think larger 
safety pins work better here, since they should puncture the cardboard. Then, take the arm holes 
of the shirt and secure them to the bottom of the cardboard, making sure they stay in place. The 
whole shirt should be taut over the wire frame. You can also secure the arm holes to the body of 
the shirt to make sure they aren’t flapping around.

6. You’re done! Place a blanket of some sort in the bottom of the tent to make it cozy and try to 
tempt your cat inside with catnip. It won’t be hard!
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